BEHS presents

A SPRING CONCERT

♫ Sharon Lynne
Wilson Center for the Arts

♫ Wednesday
May 22, 2002
7:30 p.m.
PROGRAM

Dr. Joe Schroeder, Principal
Mr. Kevin Loughney, Director of Bands

Jazz Lab

Groove Merchant ............... Jerome Richardson, Arr. Dave Barduhn

Embraceable You ............... George and Ira Gershwin, Arr. Roy Phillippe
Solos: Chris McCall-Alto • Karen Olia-Tenor
       Michael Fishman-Salnick-Trumpet

Blue Bossa ...................... Kenny Dorham, Arr. Michael Sweeney
Soloists: Chris McCall, Alto • Mark Pronley, Trumpet

Jazz Ensemble I

Doxy ................................ Sonny Rollins, Arr. Mark Taylor
Soloists: Tim Roy, Tenor • Andy Clingman, Trombone • Kevin Ulrich, Trumpet

Li’l Darlin’ .............................. Neal Hefti
Soloist: Aaron Viviano, Trumpet

Bari Bari Good ........................ Andy Clark
Soloists: Rob Garekis, Alto • Clare Baumann, Trumpet
       Sushrut Shidham, Trumpet • Kris Rockey, Bari Sax

Manteca ................................ Dizzy Gillespie, Arr. Mike Tomaro
Soloists: Rob Garekis, Alto • Andy Voegtline, Drums

Symphonic Band

The Lord of the Rings .................. Johan de Meij

Sea Songs ............................. Ralph Vaughan Williams

Mars the Bringer of War from The Planets ....... Gustav Holst

Presentation of John Philip Sousa and Semper Fidelis Awards

The Washington Post March .......... John Philip Sousa
Flutes
Lisa Behnke
Lauren Wood
Elizabeth Ehlers
Cailltin Hewitt
Rebecca Van Aartsen
Lisa Chetney
Rachel Johnson
Connie Burbey
Jaime Royten
Ali Gould
Allyson Lueneburg
Sarah Wolfe
Lucy Yao
Andrea Druml
Lisa Schulz
Melissa Dombeck
Ashley Martin
Kayla Schuneman
Brittani Barnett

Oboe
Melissa Bedwell

Clarinet
Elizabeth Wermuth
Lela Duchow
Caitlin Fuller
Amanda Feest
Jessica Owens
Jim Skaleski
Elizabeth Oisinga
Katie Stroo
Amy Viviano
Casey Steinke
Jenny Kral
Julie Vahl
Kim Walter
Anita Robertson
Peter Becker
Will Quinn

Clarinet cont.
Amanda Mix
Beth Taylor
Brittany Hunter

Bass Clarinet
Katherine Chambers
Grant Martin

Bassoon
Andy Voeltline

Alto Sax
Rob Garekus
Karen Oilla
Brian Ambuel
Chris McCall
Jake Hansen
Steve Komas
Tyler Meyer

Tenor Sax
Tim Roy
Steve Schuh
Austin Bauer
Benji Belton

Barl Sax
Kris Rockey

Trumpet
Kevin Ulrich
Clare Baumann
Sushrut Shidham
Tom Elliott
Aaron Viviano
Dan Ruckh
Matt Oelstrom
Mark Pronley
Angel Kalling
Michael Fishman-Salnick
Craig Fedoryshyn

Trumpet cont.
Mike Morrissey
Greg Allen
Ben DeLong
Trequeal Miller
Matt Weber
Matt Collier

Horn
Hans Woehlk
Bailey Curtis

Trombone
Mark Daly
Justin Lueneburg
Andrew Clingman
Jake Gerlach
Ari Sarsalari
Tim Giulian

Euphonium
Nick Cronin
Matt Pronley
Olivia Richardson
David Roberts

Tuba
Julie Wilder

Percussion
Bill Coons
Ryan Dickerson
Anne Hodges
Adam Hoeffler
Jordan Klein
Katelyn Mater
Kevin Olikara
Peter Oppermann
Sean Patterson
Ari Sarsalari
Richard Stanley
Andrea Zahn

French & Communications/Theatre, UW-Madison
English, Washington University in St. Louis
Computer Engineering, Milwaukee School of Engineering
Carpentry, WCTC
Education, UW-Waukesha
Political Science, UW-Whitewater
Avionics & Powerplant, Fox Valley
Aviation, University of North Dakota
Child Psychology/Communication Arts, UW-Madison

Lisa Behnke
Nick Cronin
Mark Daly
Ryan Dickerson
Lela Duchow
Rachel Johnson
David Roberts
Dan Ruckh
Elizabeth Wermuth
JAZZ LAB

Alto Sax
Chris McCall
Steve Komas

Tenor Sax
Karen Olia
Benji Belton

Bari Sax
Jim Skaleski

Trombones
Matt Pronley
Julie Wilder
Olivia Richardson

Trumpet
Mark Pronley
Michael Fishman-Salnick
Angela Kallinger
Mike Morrissey

Plano
Tyler Beattie

Bass
Kevin Ulrich

Guitar
Rob Garekis

Drums
Kevin Olikara
Peter Oppermann

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Alto Sax
Rob Garekis
Brian Ambuel

Tenor Sax
Tim Roy
Austin Bauer

Bari Sax
Kris Rockey

Trombone
Justin Lueneburg
Andy Clingman
Nick Cronin

Trumpet
Kevin Ulrich
Clare Baumann
Sushrut Shidham
Tom Elliott
Aaron Viviano

Plano
Tyler Beattie

Bass
Nick Davis

Drums
Andy Voegtline
Bill Coons

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The Spartan Band would like to thank those who have thus far pledged their financial support of our efforts to purchase new marching uniforms.
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Jim Jacobson
The BEHS Friends of Fine Arts
Brookfield East P.T.O.

Nancy Hodges
Nancy Wilder
Dianne Skaleski
Heide Woehlick
Cindy McCall

Art & Angela Garekis
Lynne Roy

Anne & Barry Martin
Bruce & Helen Ambuel

Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Druml
Lykke & Bob Viviano
Wes Ulrich
Cascio Interstate Music
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